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Sunnytek offers a product range of thin film Cd-Te solar panels and BIPV solutions. The thin film  
panels are better in not perfect weather so if not extremely sunny they are better measured by rated W in  
specifications. One unique feature is the good thermal coefficient.  These panels are available in several 
shapes as solar panels, coloured panels and BIPV elements and also a roof tile design to make roof itself 
as the panel. Special shapes on demand.

Features of Cd-Te solar panels

* Nice black blue color that makes  house more attractive
* Better efficiency in twilight and hazy weather than crystalline panels
* Better thermal coefficient when  very hot makes them very good in 

hot areas
* Frame less design for easier installation
* BIPV building integrated models and roof tile designs and specials 

on demand
* No hot spot problems and extreme losses where small objects are 

on surface
* Laminated and hardened glass design and very rugged. No plastic 

back side that get problems with UV light
* ROHS certified. Other approvals and certifications of EU needed and 

tested.
*  25 years power output warranty and 80% output warranty.
* Coloured models and 2 glass glass cassettes with thermal insulation
* Semi transparrent models

This is an excellent solution in many cases and makes our range 
of solar panels complete. To this we have needed electronics and 
inverters for on grid installation. We also have hybrid systems that 
use a battery for energy storage. We can connect in parallel with wind mills and mini hydro turbines. There 
are several systems designs depending on local demands and climate.                                                                  
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Low voltage model direct compatible with crystalline solar panels

Semi 
tran-
sparrent 
models 
used as 
BIPV 
building 
inte-
grated 
photo 
voltaics

Large 
semi 
trans 
parent 
model 
for roofs 
and wall 
appli-
cations
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Coloured solar panels with semi-
transparent surface . They have a 
similar design but other coatings. 
Power is a little less than solid black 
panels.

Semi transparent Black 
and white solar panels 
ideas for new ideas in 
architecture.
These solar panels 
operates as sun shades 
and mirror glass but 
generate electricity when 
sun is up outdoor.They can 
be as windows and also be 
2 glass cassettes and here 
they are in saluting very 
well.

2 roof designs with solar panels as surface material. They are installed with clamps and not water sealed.
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Coloured solar panels in different 
colours. Here we can create new 
approach of buildings and solar power 
systems.
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Ideas and applications for solar panels and BIPV elements for house design. The car port is interesting and 
here we have complete systems for charging electric cars when parked. There is a smaller model for 
bicycles with charger as well.  Glass is a very good material for out door walls and  roofs and have far 
longer life time than most other surface materials for house building.
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Solar tiles and solar roofs.

Here we show a model that act as tiles and replace 
the surface material of roofs. Cement tiles are not 
very cheap and this material replace them. Here is 
a simple way to restore old houses and have a 
nice roof and at same time get power from the roof. 
The panels have reduced power at north side here 
but still give so much power so it is a good idea to 
have them every where.

Wall elements with 2 glass cassettes for booth 
sun  shade + windows and making power. The 
panels can operate as windows as they are and 
if we deliver glass cassettes it is mounted as 
other cassettes are installed.
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